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Streb [6] has shown that some results (cf. [2]) for central simple algebras 
of characteristic #2 can also be obtained in characteristic 2. In this note we 
continue his investigation, proving the following results in characteristic 2 
which extend [2, Theorem 3.2.401, [7], and [8]: 
Any simple algebra R of degree 8 and exponent 2 has a maximal subfield 
Galois over the center with Galois group Z, x Z, x Z, , and M,(R) is a 
tensor product of quaternions. (Compare with [6, Satz 111.) Moreover, there 
is a division algebra of degree 8 and exponent 2 which is not a tensor 
product of quaternions. 
1. CROSSED PRODUCTS FOR CHARACTERISTIC 2 
The basic tool in this section is the following easy calculation which holds 
for any ring R regardless of characteristic, and any element r0 quadratic over 
2 = Z(R). We write [a, b] to denote the ring commutator ab-ba. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose r,, E R and a E Z with ri + ar,, E Z. For any r in R, 
letting x = [r,, , r] we have xr, = -(r, + a) x. In particular if x is invertible 
then conjugation by x induces an automorphism of order 2 on the ring Z[r,]. 
ProoJ rOx + xrO = rO[rO, r] + [rO, r] rO = [ri, r] = [-aTO, r] = -ax, 
implying xr,, = -(r,, + a) x, the first assertion. If x is invertible then 
xrOx-l = -(r. + a) E Z[r,] and x*r,,x-* =x(-r, - a) x-l = -xrOx-’ - a = 
r,+a-a=rr,. Q.E.D. 
We shall be examining rings with involution, where we recall that an 
involution (*) of a ring is an antiautomorphism of order 2. An element r is 
(*)-symmetric if r* = r, and we say (*) is of thefirst kind if every element in 
the center is symmetric. Finite-dimensional central simple algebras have two 
types of involution, called orthogonal and symplectic. One passes back and 
forth between involutions by noting that if u is invertible and u* = u (resp. 
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U* = -u) then one can define an involution (J) of the same (resp. of 
opposite) type by putting r’ = ur u * -’ for all T in R. Any division algebra of 
exponent 2 has involutions of the first kind of each type. The symplectic-type 
involutions have the pleasant property that if R has degree 2n and I* = r 
then r is algebraic of degree <n over F. (This is proved using the Pfaffran.) 
These results can be found in [2, Chapter 31, as well as the following 
important example: 
Define the canonical symplectic involution on 2n x 2n matrices by the 
formula (“, i) --t (-F: -Bt AL) where each matrix is partitioned into n X n blocks 
and (t) denotes the transpose on these blocks. A generic matrix is a matrix 
Yk whose i -j entry is a commuting indeterminate $’ for each i, j. Working 
in the matrix ring over the rational field F(r), we let F,,{ Y, Y’} denote the F- 
subalgebra generated by the generic matrices Y, and the Yi for 1 < k < CO ; 
this is a domain whose localization at the center is a division algebra 
F,(Y, Y”), for which (s) is a symplectic involution of the first kind. 
Write a o b for ab + ba, which in characteristic 2 coincides with [a, b]. We 
are ready to show that possibility (1) of [6, Satz 1 I] always holds. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose D has degree 8 and exponent 2. Then D has 
maximal subfield Galois over Z(D) with Galois group Z 2 x Z, x iz, . 
Moreover, tf D = F(Y, Y’), the generic division algebra with canonical 
symplectic involution, there is a “characteristic-free” construction of this 
subfield, i.e., one in terms of generic matrices which works in any charac- 
teristic. 
Proof First let us comment that it is enough to prove the second 
assertion (by [2, Proposition 3.2.33]), which was already known for charac- 
teristic 22 (cf. [2, Theorem 3.2.401). To handle the characteristic 2 case we 
continue the approach of [6]. Let F = Z(D). Take u = [Y, t Yi, Y, - YS,], 
w=[u,Y3-Yi], and a=u+wuw-‘. Then [F[a’]:F]=2 and a4@Fby 
[2, Lemma 3.2.391, so F[a*] is a separable quadratic field extension of F 
(also cf. [6, Lemma lo]). Therefore a4 t ala2 t a1 = 0 for suitable 0 # aI, 
a2 E F. Since ws = w  we define a symplectic-type involution (J) on D by 
dJ = wdSw-‘; then aJ = a. 
Take b, = Y4 - Y: = Y, - wY:w-’ and b = [a*, b,]. Then bJ = b so 
[F[b] : F] = 4. Moreover Lemma 1 shows ba*b-’ = -(a* t a,) and b*a* = 
a*b*; thus b & F[b*] and so [F[b*] : F] < 2. Later on we shall show b4 &F. 
Hence F[b*] is a separable quadratic field extension of F. Moreover, defining 
the involution (Cl) by a = bdJb -r we have bn = b and (a’)” = 
-(a’ + a,) # a2, so a* & F[b*], implying F[a*] nF[b’] = F. Thus 
L = F[a’] F[b*] is Galois over F with group Z, x Z,, and to conclude the 
proof we need d tZ L separable quadratic over F. 
Take dO = [a*, Y5 - e], d, = [b’, d,], and d = df. Then dF= -[(a’ + (x1), 
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Y, - c] = -[u2, Y5 - c] = A,, implying dp = d, and thus [F[d,] : F] < 4 
and, as above, [F[d] : F] < 2. If d E L then d is in the subfield of L fixed by 
(O), which is F[b2], contrary to Lemma 1 which says db*d-’ # b2. Thus we 
need only verify the following claim: 
Claim. b4 &I; and d2 6Z F. This shall be seen by specializing indeter- 
minates to obtain images of b4 and d2 which are not scalar. Given a set of 
matric units e,, 1 < i, j < 8, and commuting indeterminates li we let - 
denote the specialization and put 
Then 
Y, = Gel2 + 12e2, + t3e34 + <,e,, 
iT, = F3 = e,, + e32 + e43 + e,,. 
ii= (4 - t4h, + k> + (t2 - tl)@22 + e66> 
+ (t3 - t2)(e3, + 4 + (t4 - t3)(e44 + ed 
* = Yl(e2, + es61 + Y2(e3, + es71 + y3(e4, + e78> + y4(e14 + d 
where yi = &+ I - 215 + ti- i, subscripts taken modulo 4 
a= 6 - t3)tell - e33 - e66 + eSS) + (t2 - t4)(e22 - e44 + eSS - e77) 
a2 = (td3)’ cell + e33 + e66 + e88> + (<2 - <4)* ce22 + e44 + eS5 + e77) 
-a, = (<I - r3j2 + cr2 - <,I’. 
Next put Y, = Me,, + e2,> + t6te34 + e43) so 
b, = u4 - 7, t5 y;‘e,8 -Y2~6Y;‘e67-y3~6y;‘e,6-y4~,y;‘e,, 
6: = <:(e:, + ei2 + ei5 + e&) + ti(e:, + et4 + ei6 + e&) 
b= (65 - t,)* - (t-2 - t4)‘) b, = azb, so b4 is not scalar. 
AlSO bow =t5Yl(ell - %> + t6Y3te33 - %) + &y4(e24 - e86) + 
(6 Y2(e4L- e68>’ - 
Put Y5 = e26 + e62 + e4* + eS4. Then c = -r, and Yp = - bwY,(bw)-’ = 
y(e2, + eB4> + y-‘(e,, + e62) where y = t5 y4t;1y;1. Hence 
& = ‘2((’ + y)(e26 - e84> + t1 + y-‘)(e48 - e62) 
h = %(tt - ti)((l + y)(e26 - e84> - t1 + y-1)(e48 - e62)) 
d= E%i - ti>’ (l + y)(l + y-‘)(e22 + e44 + e66 + e88> 
and d* is not scalar in any characteristic, as desired. Q.E.D. 
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2. SYMBOLS AND TIGNOL'S THEOREM 
The next step would naturally be to extend the theorem of Tignol [7] 
proven for characteristic #2 that if R has degree 8 and exponent 2 then the 
matrix algebra M,(R) is a tensor product of quaternions. In his proof he 
makes use of the theory of symbols, and so we must lay the foundation for 
characteristic 2 by considering the characteristic p version of symbols. It is 
well known that any cyclic F-central p-algebra has nonzero elements a, b 
such that ap - a E F, bP E F, and bab-’ = a + 1 (so that F(a)/F is cyclic 
and F(b)/F is purely inseparable); we denote the algebra as [a, p) or [a, p; F) 
where a = ap -a and p = bp. All tensors are taken over F. As usual, 
[a, 1) = M,(F). 
LEMMA 2. Ifa,ia, then [a,,/90 [az,P)= [a,+a,,P>O~,(F). 
ProoJ Take Ri = [ai, /3] and ai, bi E R with af’ - a, = ai, bf = /3; and 
biai=aibi+bi. Then putting a;=a,@l+l@a,, b’,=b,@l, a;= 
l@a,, b;=b;‘@b, in R,@R, we have 
(a;)P - ai = (a: @ 1 + 1 @ a;) - (a, 0 1 + 10 a*) = (a, + a,) 0 1 
(WP =/30 1, (b;)P=j3@p-1 = 1 @ 1. 
Also b;a; - a;b; = b, @ 1 = b;, b;a$ - a;b; = b;’ @ (b,a, -a2 b,) = 
br1@b2=b;, a;b$=b;a;, and a;b; = a,b;’ 0 b, +b;’ 0 a,b, = 
(b;‘a, + b;‘) @ b, + b;’ 0 (b 2a,-b,) = (b;‘Ob,)(a,O 1 + lOa,)= 
b;a;. 
Letting Ri be the algebra generated by a; and bl in R , 69 R, we get 
R,OR 2~R:@R;x [a,+a,,P)OM,(F). Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. [a, /3,) @ [a, &) z [a, p,pJ @ M,(F). (This is standard.) 
LEMMA 3. Suppose p = 2. If [al, p,) = [a*, /?J then there exists a’ in F 
with [a,, P,) = [a’, P,) = [a’, PJ = ia,, PA. 
Proof. Working in R = [a,, &) and identifying [a,, &) with R under the 
given isomorphism we take ai, bi in R with a: - a, = ai and bf = pi for 
i= 1,2. 
We claim we can take b, 6$ F(b,). Indeed suppose b, E F(b,) and let bi = 
a,b,a;‘. If b; E F(b,) then F(b;) = F(b,) = F(b,) and conjugation by a, 
induces an automorphism on F(b,) which must be trivial since F(b,) is 
purely inseparable over F. Hence b, = b,’ = a,b,a;’ = b,(a, + 1) a;’ 
implying a, + 1 = a,, which is absurd. Hence b; @ F(b,) and we may replace 
b, by b;, proving the claim. 
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Now since F(b,) is a maximal commutative subring of R we have 
[b,, b2] # 0. Letting y = b, o b, = [b,, b2] # 0 we note b,y= bib, + b,b,b, = 
b, b,b, + p1 b, = ybtb, implying y E F(b,); likewise y E F(b,) so y E F. Then 
(4 b,)* = b,(b, b, + Y) b, = PA + yb, b, 
so putting a’ = y-lb, b, we get (a’)’ -a’ = y-*p,& E F. Moreover bZu’ = 
y-‘b,b,b,=y-‘(b,b,+y)bZ=u’b,+b, and likewise b,u’=u’b,+b,. 
Thus viewing R as generated by a’ and b, (respectively for i = 1, 2) and 
letting a’ = yP2p1p2 we get R z [a’,bl) z [a’, /?,). Q.E.D. 
To be complete we record the following two results implicit in [ 1, Chapter 
101. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose Q is a quuternion algebra with center C and has an 
involution (*) of the second kind under which the fixed subfield of C is F. 
Given any field L c Q separable quadratic over F but not isomorphic to C, 
one can find a quuternion F-central algebra Q, containing L. (Thus 
Q=Qe,@,C.> 
ProoJ Write L’ = LC Galois over F having Galois grpoup Z, x Z,. By 
[ 1, Theorem 10.151 we may replace (*) by a new involution of second kind 
with respect to which L is symmetric. Take r E R, whose conjugation 
induces the natural nontrivial automorphism of L. As in the proof of 
[ 1, Theorem 10.151 we may choose r such that r* = +r. But then r* E L’ is 
symmetric so r2 EL; since rr2r-’ = r2 we conclude r2 E F. Thus L and r 
generate the desired F-central quaternion subalgebra Q, of Q. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5. If R has degree 4 and exponent 2 and L = L,L, is a 
subfield of R where each Li is separable quadratic over F then R has F- 
central quuternion subalgebras Qi 3 Li with R z Q, @ Q2. 
Proof: By [ 1, Theorem 10.151 the nontrivial automorphism of L, extends 
suitable involution (*) of the first kind on R. Then (*) has the second kind 
on the centralizer Q of L,, so by Lemma 4 we can find Q, 2 L, , and we let 
Q, be the centralizer of Q, . Q.E.D. 
We are ready to extend Tignol’s theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose R is a central simple F-ulgebru of degree 8 and 
exponent 2. Then M,(R) is a tensor product of quuternion F-algebras. 
ProoJ In characteristic 22 this is Tignol’s theorem. Thus we assume R 
has characteristic 2 but nevertheless use Tignol’s method in conjunction with 
the above results. By Theorem 1 we have a maximal subfield L = L, L,L, of 
R where each L, = F(ui) with uf = ui + ai, suitable a, in F. Let A be the 
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centralizer of u3. By Corollary 5 we can write A x [a,, b,) @ [a*, b,) for 
suitable b, in L,. If a, = a2 then A has index <2 so R has index <4 and we 
are done by Corollary 5. Thus we may assume ai # a,. 
We can now mimic Tignol’s original proof. Let /3, be the norm of b, from 
L, to F. Then [a,,p,)@ [a,,&)% 1 by [I, Theorem IO.161 so [a,,P1)% 
[a2, &). Lemma 3 then yields a’ in F such that [al ,/?J z [a’,bl) z 
[a’, P2) = [a2, P2) so, by Lemma 2, [a, + a’, P,) = M,(F) z [a2 + a’, P2) = 
[ar’,/?r&). Hence [a, + a’, b,), [a2 + a’, b,), and [a’, b, b2) have involutions 
of the second kind by [ 1, Theorem 10.161. Moreover 
M,(A) z [aI + a’, b,) 0 [a2 + a’, b,) 0 [a’, b, b2) 
and each algebra has an involution of the second kind over F so we see that 
M,(R) contains a product of three F-central quaternion algebras; their 
centralizer is a fourth quaternion algebra and we are done. Q.E.D. 
The proof of this result as well as of Tignol’s original theorem permits a 
strengthening which is worth recording. 
THEOREM 2’. Suppose R is simple of degree 8 and exponent 2, and 
L = L,L,L, is a maximal subfield of R such that each Li is separable 
quadratic over F = Z(R). Then M,(R) has pairwise centralizing F-central 
quaternion algebras Qi 2 Li for 1 < i < 3. 
ProoJ: In characteristic 22 Tignol [7] found three pairwise centralizing 
quaternion subalgebras of M,(R) having center L, and involution of the 
second kind (with F the fixed subfield of L,); calling these A,, A,, A, he 
showed we can take A, = ((x1x, b,), A, = (a*x, b,), and A, = (x, b, b,) for 
suitable x in F and bi in L,. Using Lemma 4 we can cut the Ai to F-central 
quaternion algebras Ai = (a,x, ri), Ai = (a2x, y2), and A; = (x, y3) for 
suitable yi in F. In other words there exists elements qij such that qf, = aIx, 
4:1 = a2x9 S:l = x9 4f* = Yi9 4il4i2 = -9i29ilP for 1 Q i < 3, and otherwise the 
qij commute. But letting Q, be the algebra generated by qtlqTll and qi2 for 
i = 1, 2 we see Q,, Q2 are centralizing F-central quaternion subalgebras of 
M,(F); moreover Qi z (aI, ri) for i = 1, 2, implying Qi 3 F(fi) =: Lt. Let 
A” be the centralizer of Q, Q2 in M,(R). Then A” has degree 4 and exponent 
2 and L, c A” so by Corollary 5 we can write A z Q3 @ Q4 with L, c Q,. 
This concludes the proof in characteristic 22 and we do the same for 
characteristic 2. Namely, by the above proof we have analogous roles played 
by A, = [a, + a’, b,), A, = [a* + a’, b,), and A, = [a’, b, b,). By Lemma 4 
we cut these down to Ai = [a, + a’, ri), A; = [a2 + a’, y2), and Ai = [a’, y3) 
for suitable yi in F. Now we have qij with qf, + qil = ai + a’ for i = 1, 2, 
4:1 + 931 =a’~ 4119i2 = 9i29ii + 9i2, for 1 < i Q 3, and otherwise the qij 
commute. Letting Qi be the algebra generated by qiI + q31 and q12 for 
i = 1,2, we have Qi z [ai, ri) and we conclude as before. Q.E.D. 
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3. AN INDECOMPOSABLE DIVISION ALGEBRA OF DEGREE 8 
The next goal would be to construct a division algebra (in characteristic 2) 
of degree 8 and exponent 2 which is not a product of quaternion subalgebras. 
This was done in characteristic f2 in [8], and we shall show how the 
method of [8] confronted with the results above indeed yields the desired 
example. 
We use the notation of [8], insofar as R is a simple algebra with a 
maximal subfield K Galois over F = Z(R) with Galois group G = (a,) x ... 
x (os) a direct sum of cyclic groups of order 2, and Ni denotes the norm 
with respect to oi (so Ni(x) = xa,(x)). Take zi with a,(x) = zixz;’ for all x in 
K; let u.. = z.z.z~~z~’ and bi = z;, elements of K. Then 
U = { uii : 1 <i,j 2 (;} ‘and B = { bi : 1 < i < q} satisfy the Dickson-Amitsur- 
Saltman conditions (cf. [8, p. 1361) and necessary and sufficient conditions 
for R to have exponent 2 were given in [8, Theorem 2.11; actually the 
conditions determine when R has an involution whose restriction to K is 
s E G, so R can be described completely as (K, G, U, B, 5). 
When q = 3, equivalent conditions were given in [8, Theorems 2.2 and 
2.31 for r = u1 02uJ and vi = Q+ 1 (subscripts mod 3), which are valid in all 
characteristics; in characteristic 2 one can of course strengthen (2’) to 
U, u2uJ = 1, and for the reader’s convenience we restate the other conditions: 
(3’) N,(u,) = 1 f or 1 < i < 3; (4’) u,l(b,z) b,’ = Nz2(~,j)Sg’r for every 
permutation 7~ of (1, 2, 3); (5’) ai = bi for 1 < i < 3. The remaining 
results must be modified somewhat, for in characteristic 2 we have 
K = F(<, , <2, <3) with Ui(Ti) = ri + 1, Oli = ct + ri E F, and ai = rj for all 
i #j. We shall name the results according to [8], with ’ designated after the 
end. 
COROLLARY 2.4’. If B is as above then 
4 EW, + r3)nF(r,)N,(K)nF(r,)N,(K). (7) 
Proof As in [8], the only modification being that the subfield of 
F(t2, (3) fixed by u2”3 is F(t2 + <3). 
THEOREM 2.5’. Suppose b, satisfies (7). Then there exists 
V= {u,, v2, u3} satisfying (2’), (3’) and we can find b,, b, such that 
B = (b,, b,, b3} satisj?es (4’) and (5’). (Proofas in [8].) 
Generic abelian crossed products with involution can be defined as in [8, 
Section 31, and we want to show [8, Theorem 3.31 also holds in charac- 
teristic 2, i.e., that A = (K, U, 5) is a product of quaternions iff b, E FN,(K). 
Proof of [8, Theorem 3.31 in characteristic 2. If b, E FN,(K) then 
b, ku,(k) = p for some k in K, p in F; letting /P = xi b;’ E F’ we see that r, 
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and kx, generate the quaternion F’ - subalgebra [a,, /$I’) of A, and we 
quickly conclude A is a product of quaternions. 
The harder direction is when A is a product of quaternions. Then A has a 
purely inseparable subfield L = F(q,, q2, q3) of dimension 8 over F, with 
each qf E F. (In fact this is equivalent to A being a product of quaternions 
by [ 1, Theorem 7.281. Clearing denominators we may assume each 
qi E K[x]. By “monomial” of K[x] we mean an element x” = x~‘x:‘x~‘; we 
order the monomials according to the lexicographic order on the triples 
,LI = (,u, ,,u2, ,uj). A term is an element kx’ where k E K and xy is a 
monomial. K[x] is graded by the monomials and so each of its elements can 
be written uniquely as a sum of terms. 
If y is a term of q1 lying in F’ then q1 + y commutes with q2 and q3, and 
(ql + y)’ = q: + y2 E F’. Thus subtracting out these terms we may assume 
for each i that no term of q1 lies in I;‘. Let a, be the leading of qi for 
1<i<3. 
Given any monomial a in which xi appears of degree 22 we can write 
a = a’a’ where a’ = b,: lx,? E F’ and a’ = a’-‘~ is also a monomial in K[x]; 
iterating this procedure one sees inductively on degree that a has the form 
kyx where kEK, JJEF’,~~~~=(,.u~,,,D~,,u~) whereeach,ujE (0, I}. Ifsome 
product a of a,, a2, and a3 has this form where ,D = (1, 0,O) then 
N,(k) y2xf = (kyx,)2 E F’ implying N,(k) b, E F so b, E FN,(K) and we are 
done. So our objective is to force one of the monomials to have P = (1, 0,O). 
Write a, = kiyixti) where (i) = (il, i,, i3). 
Claim 1. We may assume a2 $Z F’(a,). Indeed, take K, c K of index 2 
with k,@K, (wherea,=k,y,x”‘)and writeK,=Cf=,FyjforyjinK, with 
y, = 1. Any monomial ky,x(‘) can be written uniquely in the form p, a, + 
CL2PuYual + CLPu+4~u~1x (‘) for suitable pi in F. Thus for i = 1,2 we 
can write qi = qil + qi2 + qij where qil E F’al, qi2 E X:=2 F’yua, + 
C:, 1 F’Y,x(‘) and no term of qij lies in F’Kx”‘. Write qil = ail a, where 
ai, E F’; in particular (x1, #O. Let q; =~1~~q, + allq2. Since a,,q,, + 
allq2, =O we see the leading term in q; lies in C”,= 2 F’yua, U 
C;=, F’y,x(‘) u {terms not in F’Kx(‘) } so we are done (replacing q2 by 95) 
unless q; = 0, in which case q2 = a;,’ a,,q, E F’(q,) contrary to hypothesis. 
Hence the claim is proved. 
At this point we have a, = k, y,x”’ and a, = k, y,x”’ where x(l) # x, and 
xc2) # x, are distinct, and x(‘)x(~) @ F’Kx, or else we are done. Thus we may 
assume one of the following two cases hold: 
(4 x(i) = x,x2 and xc2) = x,x3; 
(b) x(l) = x2 and xc2) = x3. 
We treat case (a), for (b) is analogous. By assumption (k,~,x,)~ E F’ and 
(k2x,x,)2 E F’. Thus k,x,x, and cl + c2 generate one central quaternion 
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subalgebra Q, of A, and k,x,x, and <, + & generate another central 
quaternion subalgebra Q2; and one sees at once that the centralizer of Q, and 
Q2 is a quaternion subalgebra Q3, which thus has a square-central element q3 
commuting with ail elements of Q, and Q,. We may assume q3 is in K[x] 
and then, taking leading monomials, we may assume q3 is a monomial. The 
only monomials commuting with cl + & and <I + r3 are of the form k, y3 x“ 
where k, E K, y3 E F’, and x’ =x,x2x3 or x’ = 1, and the latter possibility 
is ruled out as before. Hence q3= k,y,x,x,x, and (k,x,x,)(k,x,x,) 
(k, y,x,x,x,) is a square-central element of the form kyx, , as desired. 
Q.E.D. 
Note. In the above proof claim 1 could have been replaced by repeated 
applications of the last argument, but it is included because, in addition to 
making the proof neater, it may have applications of its own. Now one has 
the instant analogue of [8, Theorem 3.51, i.e., if b satisfies (7) of this paper 
but b & FN,(K) then there is a generic abelian crossed product of exponent 2 
and degree 8 which is not a product of quaternions. As in [8] we need some 
results which will make this criterion easier to handle. Write F, = F(& + r3). 
COROLLARY 4.2’. If b E FN,(K) n F, then 
N,(b) E NI(F(~JWI(F(& + G>> nN#‘d). 
Proof: As in [8, Section 61. If b= aN,(k) then a-lb= N,(k) so 
M*F(b 3 43)) = [ a,, a-‘W’G &)I = [ al, a-lb; FJ OF, Fkf2, L>, implying 
F(&, r3) is a maximal subfield of Q = [a,, a-lb; F,). Since F(&, c3) = F,(&) 
we see F,(&) is isomorphic to a maximal subfield of Q so Q z [a*, w; F,) 
for some w  in F,. Taking qi in Q with ai = qf + qi we see by Lemma 1 that 
[ql, q2] produces the nontrivial automorphisms of both F,(q,) and F,(q,) so 
letting w’ = [q,, q2]* we have [aI, a-lb; F,) x [a,, w’; F,) z [a*, w’; Fl); 
hence [al + a*, w’; Fl) z M2(F,) and w’ E N,(F,(cf, + r2)). Moreover 
1 a,,a-‘bw’;F,)zzMM,(F,) so [al,bd;F,)cz [a,,a;F,)z [a,,a;F)@,F,; 
the Albertian argument of [8, Lemma 6.21 shows [a,, N,(bw’); 1”) =: M,(F), 
so Ndbw’) E N,(F(t,)) and N,(b) E N,(F(<,)) N3(w’)-‘. Since w’ E 
WfX, +t2N we have N3WFJWWl(& +~2N>=WWV~l +t2)N c 
NdF,)nN,(F(& + <,)I. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.3’. Suppose b E F,K2, L). N,(b) E N,(W, , <,)I i f f  b E 
F(t2) N,(K). (Proof as in [8].) 
COROLLARY 4.4’. Suppose b E F,. N,(b) = N,(b) E N,(W,, t2)) n 
NIV%,, t2)) iff b satisfies (7). 
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ProoJ Combine Lemma 4.3’ with the analogous result switching uz and 
03 * 
A General So&ion for b = & $ r3 
It is not difficult to solve (7) in complete generality, and we do so now for 
b = & + &, so that N,(b) = N,(b) = (& + &)(& + r3 + 1) = a2 + a3. Using 
Corollary 4.4’ we wish to find elements d in F(<, , I&) and e in F(r, , &) with 
a,+a,=N,d=N,e. 
Write d = d,(d, + <,) where d,, d, E F(<,). (We lose the degenerate 
case d E F(r,) but that cannot give us a counterexample.) Then N,d = 
Nl(4)Nd4 + ~2)=Nl(4)(Nl(4) + 4? +WJ&) where tr(d,)=d, + 
0, (d2), yielding 
N,(4) + a2 + (tr(dJ + 1) 4 = N,(4) + <: + W,) L 
= N,(d,)-’ (a2 + a3) E F. 
Matching coefficients of rz gives tr(d2) + 1 = 0, implying d, = A1 + <, for 
suitable I, in F. Hence 
a2 + a3 = N,(d,)N,(4 + <, + L) = N,(d,)@f + 2, + aI + 4. 
Likewise writing e = e,(e, + c3) for e, in F(<,) we conclude e2 = A, + c, for 
some II, in F and 
a2 + a3 = N,(e,)@: + L, + a, + a3). 
Write d, = ,I,(& + <,) and e, = &(A6 + <,). Then N,d, = A$: + I, + a,) 
and N,e, = A#: + 1, + aI). We want to solve for a2 and a3 as unknowns in 
the equations 
(1 + WV) a2 + a3 = NAdJ(~f + 4 + a,) 
a2 + (1 + N,(eJ) a3 = N,(eJ(~: + 4 + aI). 
Solving by Cramer’s rule, putting 6 = N,d, + N,e, + (N,d,)(N, e,) we have 
aa, = (N,d,)(l + N,e,)@: + A, + a,) + (N,e,)(A: + A, + or) 
= S(L: + I, + a,) + N,e,(l: + A, + A: + A,) 
=6(A:+A, +a,)+p,u 
where 
u = n: + A, + n: + 1, = (AI + &I@, + 4 + 1). 
Likewise putting 
p=N,d, 
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we have 
d=P +P, +PPl 
and 
da, = (N,e,)(l + N,d,)(A: + L, + a,) + N,dl(li + 1, + a,) 
= s(n: + A2 + a,) +pu. 
Having the most general possible solution at hand we take the following 
example: Let aI, A,, &, A,, ,I, be indeterminates commuting over L/2Z and, 
viewing everything in the field of fractions of C = (2/2Z)[a,, I,, A,, A,, A,], 
put 1, = AS = 1. Then d, = ,Iq + <r so p = A: + 1, + a,; likewise pl = 1: + 
2, + a, and 
a,=A:+L, +a, +6-‘p,u 
a3 = A: + 1, + a, + E’pu 
b=a,+a,=u+E’(p,+p)u=zd-‘(d+p,+p)=ud-’p,p. 
By Corolllary 4.2’ it is enough to show 
b 6s N,P(r,)w,(F(r, + C*>) f-l N3F1))’ 
We shall obtain a contradiction from its negation, that there exist nonzerof, 
in F(<,), f, in F(r, + &), and f, in F, with 
or 
W,fJ’ (a2 + a31 = NIL = N3f3. 
Writing f;’ = c&T, +&rlw~ fi = (g, +g4G + t2)>g-', and f3 = 
(g, + g6(& + c3)) g- ’ for g, gi in C we see g drops out leaving 
Cd + da, + gl g2)(a2 + a31 = d + .d(a, + a2) + g3 g4 
=d + gi(a2 + a3> + g5 g6’ 
(8) 
Let us view that part of (8) which is homogeneous in 1,) A, of highest 
degree. (All the expressions are polynomials in A,and ,I,.) Writing h, for the 
relevant part of gi and noting (,I, + A,)” is the leading part of u we get 
(hf + hia, + h,h,)@, + A2)2 6-‘p,p = hi + h&If + 6-‘p,(A, + A,)‘) 
= h: + hg(l, + A2)W1p+ 
(9) 
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Let d, be the total degree of gi in A, and &. Our goal is to prove each hi = 0 
since this is absurd unless all gi = 0, as desired. 
SUBLEMMA 1. The following equation has no nontrivial solution for the 
h i, 
h:+h:a,+h,h,=O. (10) 
Proof of Sublemma 1. Otherwise we have a nontrivial solution in C and, 
cancelling the g.c.d. (greatest common divisor), we may assume h, and h, 
are relatively prime. But for any prime q dividing h, we have q 1 h: so q ) h L, 
which is impossible by assumption. Hence h, = 1, so h: + aI + h, = 0, 
implying h, 1 a,; thus h, = a, or h, = 1, each of which is impossible. Q.E.D. 
SUBLEMMA 2. If any of the three parts of (9) is 0 then all hi = 0, and we 
are done. 
Proof of Sublemma 2. Clearly if any one part is 0 then all three parts are 
0. The first part being 0 yields (lo), so h, = h, = 0 by Sublemma 1. The 
second part being 0 yields hz = hi@: + 8-‘p1(A, + A,)“). The left side of this 
equation is a square but the right is not (unless h, = 0), for otherwise 
one could find h with A: + 6-‘p,(A, +A*)* = h*, that is, E’p, = 
(4 + h)* (& + A,>- * is a square, which is absurd. Hence h, = 0, so h, = 0. 
Analogously h, = h, = 0. Q.E.D. 
We proceed with the proof that (9) has no nontrivial solution. We may 
assume by Sublemma 2 that each part of (9) is nonzero, and have two cases 
to consider. 
Case I. d, > d, + 1. Then the middle part of (8) has no term of degree 
2d, - 1. On the other hand the left-hand term contains (h: + hza, + h, h,) 
(A, + 2,) 6- ‘p, p2, which contains the contribution of degree 2d, - 1 since 
h, = 0 implies d, = d,. In view of Sublemma 1 one sees at once h, = h, = 0 
so the left part is 0 and we are done. 
Case II. d, < d, + 1. It is enough to prove there is no nontrivial solution 
to the equation 
h: + h&I: + 8-1p1(3L1 + A,)‘) = h: + h:(A, + A*)* E1pl p. (11) 
Otherwise we may assume the g.c.d. of h,, h,, h,, h, is 1. In _particular 
writing - for the image of the specialization & + 1, we have some hi z-0. But 
the right side of (11) specializes to a square (since jj, =J and 6 =p’) 
whereas the left side does not specialize to a perfect square unless both sides 
specialize to 0, from which we see h; = h, = 0, and h: = @(;l, + A,)* 
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implying h; = &(A, + A,) and h, = &(A, + A,) + h(A4 + A,) for some h in C. 
Now (A, + ,I&’ divides 
@,(4 + 4) + wl + w + Wl + A,> J-‘P,P 
= h2(A, + I,)’ + h$, + A*)* (1 + 6-‘P,P), 
implying (A4 + A,)’ divides hi@ +p1p) = hZ(P +p,) = m: + i, + 
n: + A,) = h:(& + &)(A, + A, + 1) so we conclude (A, + &)I h, and & = 0, 
yielding the desired contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Note. These computations seem to be more diffkult than the parallel 
computations in [8], so it would be of great interest to have a way of passing 
in general from a characteristic 0 counterexample to a characteristic 2 coun- 
terexample, especially since it remains open whether or not there is a 
noncrossed product of exponent and characteristic 2. (The natural counterex- 
ample would be the generic abelian crossed product with involution with 
respect to the group Z, x Z 2 x 77, x Z,, but the usual confrontation 
technique may be more difficult in view of [4].) 
Note added in prooJ A technique has been developed by Saltman (to appear). 
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